To All Bidders:

This message sent to all firms on the invited short list and in addition is posted on the IRENA Website – Procurement.

We have received the attached request for clarification from one of the potential bidders.

“…would like to know if, in the context of the RFP-2018-011, the Proponent should include budget for the visual layout of the TCG publication which is to be drafted as part of the procured Services, or if IRENA ensures the layout of its Project Navigator’s Technical Concept Guidelines (TCG) publications in-house or through an already existing ongoing contract”.

IRENA Response:

“…do not include budget for the layout of the publication. However, once a company has been selected, we will provide them with a template …to use and a set of style guidelines which they need to comply with”.

Rgds

Arjuna Kadirgamar
Procurement Officer
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